Company
Norbord Europe Ltd, is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of engineered wood-based panel
products. Its products are extensively used in the construction, DIY and furniture industries.
The Cowie Site operates state of the art production lines in both MDF and particleboard and invests
in product development. Cowie is also the European Head Office and employs circa 250 employees.
The Opportunity - Graduate /Trainee Developer
Reporting to the Systems Development Manager, the purpose of the Graduate Developer is to:






Develop and Support various bespoke Web Applications, Interfaces and Business Intelligence
Solutions
Enable the change management process from concept through to
delivery - Specification\Development\Testing\Implementation
Familiarity with Source Control Systems (TFS)
Cross train to Microsoft Dynamics AX
Support the on call rota 1;6 once familiar with the role

Person Specification
The successful candidate will have had exposure and be able to demonstrate experience in:





.net C# MVC
MS SQL knowledge
Reporting – SSRS (SQL Server Reporting Services)
knowledge of SSIS \SSAS preferred but not essential

This role will be supporting a number of different areas and therefore the ability to prioritise whilst
managing customer expectations is essential.
In addition the successful candidate will be:
Solutions driven, Analytical, Pragmatic, Completer Finisher and have Excellent Interpersonal Skills.
They must be focused on Health and Safety and take responsibility for their own actions.
Finally they must be able to align to the Norbord ethos of trust, excellence and customers.
Development Opportunities

Working with a small team of talented developers the successful candidate will have the opportunity
to gain exposure to many different projects and take ownership of tasks at an early stage. The
flexible boundaries of this role will allow the successful candidate to help shape their career pathway
and achieve their potential whilst helping safeguard the future of the business.
We are an inclusive employer and recruiting, retaining and inspiring the best people from the widest
pool is imperative to deliver our strategy. We encourage and welcome applications from all and are
happy to discuss reasonable adjustments and/or additional arrangements as required to support
your application.
Please submit your cv and application form to hazel.smith@norbord.net

